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“The Dao that can be told is not the eternal Dao”

Lao Tzu

Résumé: A partir d’une analogie suggérée par la parenté étymologique entre les mots culte
et culture, l’auteur présume l’existence, dans les profondeurs des chef°d’œuvres lyriques, d’un
noyaux «numineux» provenant d’une zone située en dehors du contrôle rationnel du poète et
qu’il désigne par le mot grec arre-ton («ineffable»). A l’instar du «numineux» défini par le
théologien allemand Rudolf Otto, la nature de l’arre-ton n’est pas subjective, puisqu’elle dépasse
la volonté créatrice du poète et nous apparaît en tant qu’une transcendance mystérieuse du
langage lui°même (Heidegger: «die Stimme stimt»). L’existence de ce hard core difficilement
pénétrable des chef°d’œuvres, qui les distingue des productions lyriques communes, explique
leur potentiel interprétatif pratiquement sans limite. Ce n’est pas, comme on l’affirme souvent,
l’ambiguité du message artistique due à la polysémie de l’expression littéraire qui rend raison
de cette offre exégétique exceptionnelle car la conviction du lecteur qu’un chef°d’œuvre révèle
une vérité profonde ne peut pas provenir d’un simple équivoque sémantique. L’auteur de
l’article interroge le statut du symbole en tant que révélateur possible de l’arre-ton et exprime
des doutes concernant la capacité de la métaphore de frayer une voie efficace vers ce cœur
secret du message poétique.
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The culture and the cult – two etymologically related words that make us think of the unseen
threads linking religion and art from their very first (pre)historical beginnings. Despite any
(whenever) possible profane or even anti°religious theme, or a quite often morally scandalous
biography of their creators, artistic masterpieces have always awakened in the receptive hearts
feelings somehow kindred to mystic experiences. And even if, in the present world, the artist
has ceased to be seen as the practitioner of a given cult or as the receptacle of a transmundane
influence (personified in Ancient Greek°Latin world by the inspiring muses), he still holds a
special place in the collective imaginary mind, unlike the common mortals, a place deserved
both thanks to the public audience of his productions and also the likely access through his
oeuvre to the favours of posterity. Despite the secularization of aesthetic perception which
closely followed the secularization of creation, we still feel in those works deemed to be
“inspired” an ineffable core that differentiates them from any common human achievements,
granting them an ideal aura, kin to sacrality. 

Wherefrom does such a feeling come? 
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In his attempt to define the sacred, a paradoxical concept to the extent it eludes the
conceptual approach, Rudolf Otto coined the word “numinous”, which has become for the last
eight decades a common currency to the vocabulary of religion historians. Although
unveiled across “the sentimental reactions it stirs in our souls” (Otto 1992:20), the numinous
does not have in the least a subjective nature. It exists independently from our perceptions and
like the Kantian numen avoiding the reading grid imposed by the a priori categories of human
intellect that shapes phenomenal world, the numinous rejects to be tightened up in the grip
of discursive reason. 

For an object to be acknowledged as sacred, it needs to contain also, beyond its material
nature, a numinous, inexpressible side, however only accessible to the believer’s intuition.
Therefore, all the objects having a sacralised status stand out by their ambivalent nature: they
exist in the empirical world, like all the other things, but, through the higher or lesser dose of
incorporated numinous, they also belong to transcendence, accessible only to that contemplator
who, by virtue of his faith, proves to be sensitive to the sacred voice. Like the pleasure of dance
– an absurd gymnastics to the observer who does not perceive its musical background as well
– the emotion the sacred unleashes is still incomprehensible to the sceptical person in whose
eyes the numinous is nothing more than a phantasm, the outcome of a self°delusion
exclusively typical to gullible minds. 

Hence, the numinous doubles and at the same time exceeds the simple materiality of the
sacred object, opening up to he who is able to grasp it from the perspective of another
ontological level, characterized by incorruptibility, purity and perfection. Nonetheless, the
revelation of the sacred, hierophany, cannot be provoked by the contemplator. It is only the
sacred itself that decides whether or not to reveal itself and does it following certain criteria
that will be both unknown and unintelligible to us (“The Ghost blows wherever it wishes to”).
Wherefrom the ambiguity of its presence: although real, it may look like to they who are not
touched by its wing as a pure illusion, eventually born from the off°balance fantasy of an
exacerbated sensitivity. To the others, however, the numinous is effectively present in the
consecrated object, which it justifies and at the same time transfigures.

The analogy with the work of art is done effortlessly. There are productions that are simple
aesthetic objects, somehow useful to the soul/and delectable (“sweet and useful”), but opaque,
in the sense that beyond them no glimpse of transcendence can be spotted. Others, few of them,
carry within something analogous to the numinous, a “what” belonging to an inaccessible
transreality via a strictly rational path. To this mysterious arre-ton (in Greek, indicible,
inexpressible) we should attribute the fact that the analyses, the interpretations and the
commentaries, however numerous and insightful, never come to exhaust the meaning of a
masterpiece. 

In our opinion, the fact that the exegetic offer put up by top artistic creations
overwhelmingly exceeds that of mediocre productions is not due, as argued incessantly during
the decades following the publication of Umberto Eco’s famous Opera aperta, to the superior
ambiguity of the former. If that was indeed the case, then the message conveyed by the
masterpieces would be, in principle, less true than the second°hand works, because only the
lie is many°sided and equivocal, whereas truth cannot be but one (“As thy word shall be: what
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it is yes, yes; and what it is no, no”, Mt. 6,37). Logically speaking, polysemantics, so valued
by modern aesthetic theories, would normally represent a flaw, a proof of imperfection and
not a mark of aesthetic value. In everyday life as well, the double talk is not a feature of a man
of character (“downright”), but of a shrewd who resorts to innuendos and double talk just to
be able to recant his statements, in case they would involve personal risks. 

Therefore, I do not share the widespread idea that the indefinite interpretative potential of
great creations would draw their source from their alleged semantic Protean character. On the
contrary, I deem that the force of a masterpiece cannot be based on the duplicity of ambiguous
messages, but only on artistic truth, namely on the unity and consistency of a numinous hard
core inspiring the work and assuring its perenity. The fact that each interpreter perceives in
his own way this truth does not mean to say that this should be multiform, litigious and therefore
suspect. On the contrary, the contemplator feels it rather to be eternally equal to itself, untouched
by the passage of time, forever placed in “the hovering blaze” of a Parmenidian immutability.
Its apparent polyvalence is only the effect of the perspective resulted from the various attack
angles taken by the exegete springers who try to corner it. The image looks like a cubist portrait:
the character represented seems to have three noses or several pairs of eyes, but we know quite
well the painter’s model could not look that way. 

The contradictory anamorphoses of a masterpiece, as various critics revitalise it, result
naturally from the inexpressible character of its existential core. The exegete can feel it, but
it is a long way to make it explicit and transpose it into the terminology of analytical criticism.
As the history of literary hermeneutics showed it, ultimately a creative paraphrase, similar to
the ones produced by a so°called “impressionistic” approach, could approximate, at long last,
on condition that, in turn, it would be “inspired” as well, the hidden truth of an oeuvre,
maintaining at the same time its mystery. 

A matter to be clarified is the relation between this enigmatic nucleus and the symbol. Along
the line of previously mentioned analogy between religion and art, the interconfessional dispute
regarding the reality of Eucharistic transubstantiation can serve as an explanatory ground. To
Orthodox and Catholic faithful, the presence of the Saviour in the communion is real, effective,
whereas to Protestant believers it has only a symbolic character. However, a symbol is a thing
evoking another on the ground of a partial resemblance, without sharing at the same time the
former’s intimate nature. Exclusively seen in terms of a symbol, “Lord’s supper” loses,
therefore, its sacred character, being deprived of its numinous element bestowed on it by the
concrete presence of Christ in the chalice1. 

Similarly, the recourse to allegory and symbol does not provide to a work of art a higher
axiological status, as it keeps artistic thinking at the level of simple, more or less formal
analogies which blur the very differences among compared entities. Any level break can be
achieved only through the likewise mysterious access to that arre-ton which reveals itself in
hiding, in a paradoxical dialectics whose alchemy is known only by the artists of genius. 

In this sense, the metaphor itself, despite its prestigious aesthetic status, does not provide
to poetic discourse a viable access route to genuine transcendence. In fact, it was quite often
noticed that as the means of expression were refined and the poetic vision deepened, the great
poets gradually renounced to the metaphor as an ornament meant to embellish exclusively the
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epidermis of the being called poetry, without reaching its heart as well. There and only there,
in its ultimate intimacy, the unuttered that is communicated beyond words lies in watch and
glimpses secretly. 

Unlike the metaphoric discourse, be it symbolic or allegoric, to be construed often from
long checked recipes, the poetic arre-ton, analogous to sacred numinous, descends, like Blaga’s
“descending transcendence”, from a sphere placed outside the artist’s rational control,
con°sacrating its creation, that is investing it with that special type of sacrality accessible to
the few chosen. This may explain why symbolism, a paradigm and geometrical locus of all
analogies, has never granted us, in fact, an absolute masterpiece, despite the associative
ingenuosity of the creators who have cultivated it. If it has been unsuccessful, the reason why
has not been the insufficient skills of the creators, be them poets, fine artists or both, but that
the symbol is not the proper key to decipher ultimate truths. To this end, the virtues of analogous
means are limited; they can only suggest but not establish a Presence. 

As is the case of Eucharistic Protestant ritual, symbolization is just a means to materialise
an idea, to make it more accessible, by mobilizing the senses in support of a conceptual
understanding. Through its associative character it is closer to the condition of an intellectual
game meant to primarily satisfy reason, not feeling. However, the genuine state of veneration
is born in the believer’s heart only in the real and not symbolic presence of the numinous. A
symbolic gesture can be replete with meaning, but not with healing power as well. The Grail
alone and not a representation or its make°believe can heal King Amfortas. 

Similarly, the miracle through which the masterpiece stands out as a form of revelation
is not based on the symbolic sense of the words, forms, colours and sounds that make it up,
but on the real presence of that arre-ton that allows its creator to push open the gates of
transcendence.

From this viewpoint, arts are not equal among them. Schopenhauer argued that all of them
tended toward the condition of music and many of us feel that he may be right. Or, music can
communicate the inexpressible with no recourse to the prosthesis of the metaphor. Although
the creative process reaches here the peaks of rationality (no other art relies to the same extent
on formalised structures and algorithmic procedures of the most complex kind), the
emotional load is in music more intense than in any other artistic field. Listeners feel the
presence in musical masterpieces of a profound existential truth and, even if they have different
reactions, they would not venture to account for them because of a (horrible dictu!) ambiguity
of the componistic message. The inaptitude to understand the meanings of the Art of Fugue
or that of the last Beethovenian quartets does not make the music lover doubt the existence
of a unitary significance of these works or that they endeavour to convey a coherent and well
determined context and not a motley offer out of which each listener would like to choose
whatever suits him. 

The case of music is also paradigmatic because, being the art the least dependent on a natural
model2, it provides to artists, creators and interpreters alike (for some musical genres the
distinction is not easy to make) the maximum freedom to follow their inner impulses. If, in
order to reach universality, literature has sometimes been tempted by the daemon of
generalisation, and fine arts by the excesses of abstractisation, music has been untouched by
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these tendencies thanks to its predominantly concrete character, its profound materiality.
Working exclusively with acoustic elements that do not have the capacity to convey
concepts and ideas, it remained outside such dichotomies as concrete vs. abstract, general vs.
particular or true vs. false. It is sheer nonsense to say that a musical piece is more abstract than
another. Likewise we find hard to imagine how a symphony should sound in order to say that
it is a liar. The fact that in the case of music categories as those mentioned above become
unoperative proves that, going beyond concept and its inherent contradictions, the art of sounds
is moving closer to the conditions making possible (evidently but not mandatorily) the existence
and consecutively, the epiphany of the numinous.

Intraductibility is a sign of this existence, and music shows it in the highest degree. If, within
certain well°defined limits, literary creations are still susceptible to be approximated by
paraphrasing, a musical message can never be rendered through the agency of another; in the
last resort, it could be pastiched (id est imitated in form and betrayed in content), or parodied,
which means to tear up to pieces by an ironic construction, or anyhow not rendered in its
essence, but under a different form (although, quite a paradox, the componistic terminology
uses the term of “musical paraphrase”). 

Poetry shares something of the eminent status of music. While inseparable in archaic times,
it continued after the separation to extract from euphony and rhythm effects that may seem
formal only to the receptacle that is insensitive to the secret incantatory power of the verse.
Speaking about God Apollo, the still preserved from Heraclitus Fragment 93 writes that “the
master of the Delphi oracle does not speak up, does not hide itself but expresses itself through
signs”3. Poetic language also works with signs, not only according to Saussure’s semiology
or Pierce’s semiotics but also in the traditional, “popular” sense, also envisioned by the Ionian
philosopher, that the sign is an indicator foreshadowing an event (lat. omen = a foretelling sign),
or it brings to limelight an unseen presence. The first function, embodied by the formula poeta
vates, has lost today some of its audience and credibility; in exchange, poetry carries on, and
maybe to a greater extent than before, its mission to send to “second degree” realities,
inaccessible empirical observations. Wherefrom its survival in an ever more pragmatic world,
in which it once seemed not to find its place any longer. 

Hans°Georg Gadamer also pleaded in favour of the idea that, although indissolubly linked
to a concrete linguistic achievement, the force of poetry cannot be reduced to expression: “To
the essence of poetic understanding belongs the fact that it does not care especially about
exergasia, the method of elaboration – from Greek painting terminology. The stringent
configuration of verbal formality mediates contents, uplifted thus to a palpable intuitive
presence [our underline] which fully satisfies us”. This very presence is the object of these
considerations. 

In an almost unnoticeable way, poetry, like “natural” reality, incorporates into its
intimate fabric shreds of transcendence. Berdyaev remarked somewhere that the simple
transparency of sight can be a sufficient argument to support the idea that the empirical world
does not exhaust the real. Is it a subjective impression of an exalted theologian who takes his
wishes for realities? Not just, as a coryphaeus of positive sciences, the famous physician Erwin
Schrödinger also remarked that “the emissions” of human sight are inexplicable in terms of
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scientific optics: “I wonder whether anyone has ever noticed that the eye is the only sensorial
organ whose purely receiving character cannot establish in naive thinking. Reversing the real
situation, we are more willing to imagine some “sight rays”, emitted by eyes, than “light rays”
which hit from the outside the eye. This “sight ray” we frequently see in the drawings of
humoristic magazines or in the older schematic representations which illustrate the optic tools
and laws, the dotted line coming out of the eye and onto the object, the direction being indicated
by an arrow at the other side. – Dear reader or, better, dear female reader, remember the
glowing, happy eyes with which your child smiles at you when you bring him a new toy and
let the physicist tell you that in reality nothing comes out of his eyes; their only function which
can be detected objectively is to be permanently hit upon and receive quanta of light. In reality!
Strange reality! That seems to miss something [our underline]” (Schrödinger 1980:153).

May it be “naïve”, as argues, slightly self°ironic, Schrödinger, the onlooker’s image on the
world, who detects a “presence” behind the way the beloved person looks at him or, perhaps,
do her eyes tell us much more than a simple flow of reflected photons can? 

Mutatis mutandis, we can wonder whether, at least sometimes, the words of a poem tell
us more than simple words, whether we can spot behind them a presence, a secret and moreover
evanescent “poetic being” able to slip through the net holes of the most sophisticated
hermeneutics. Like in any genuine mysticism, nobody is assumed to ever see its face, but the
quasi°ecstatic experience of they who let themselves enwrapped by it exempt them from any
obligation to demonstrate its existence. “No mystic has ever tried to prove God’s existence:
to him, it would be like trying to prove that the honey is sweet or maybe water is wet”
(Kolakowski 1993:107).

However, as the existence of mystic union, an otherwise rare phenomenon, although “it
is the core of religious life” (idem :105), does not disparage theology as a conscious effort to
understand the divine, nor does the intuitive merger with poetic arre-ton make futile the literary
hermeneutics. It is certain that human reason is limited, but why should not his intuition be
likewise? Because of these inherent limitations to human condition, we should make best use
of both, we should let the blind and the crippled help one another4. The union will probably
never fully untie the arcanes of poetry, but it may empower the emotion to get closer to them. 

About the rest, as Wittgenstein used to say: “What cannot be spoken of must be passed
over” (Wittgenstein s.a.:124).

NOTES

1 As He is, in fact, represented on the outer wall painting churches of Northern Moldavia, the altar absyd wall. 
2 The birds’ song, used only exceptionally as a source of inspiration by few composers, cannot be deemed as an

argument for the imitative nature of music. 
3 “…ho ánax hoú tó manteión esti tó en Delphoís, hoúte légei hoúte krýptei allá semaínei”.
4 According to the famous Kantian formula, “concepts without intuition are empty, and intuitions without a concept

are blind”.
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